Abstract. This paper presents an extension of the ILS algorithm, called ID-ILS, by introducing new local search devices that enforce an efficient tradeoff of intensification and diversification. Experiments performed on the DIMACS benchmarks show that our method is competitive with the best coloring algorithms.
Introduction
The Graph Coloring Problem (GCP) is to find the minimum number of colors required to color the vertices of a graph so that no edge has both endpoints with the same color. The GCP has received much attention in the literature, not only for its direct applications to many other real world problems [1, 2] , but also for its difficulty from complexity point of view. In fact, although many exact algorithms have been proposed for this problem (see [3] ), such algorithms can only be used to solve small instances (up to 100 vertices). Therefore, heuristic algorithms are needed for larger instances. The best performing heuristic algorithms are local search methods (e.g., [4] [5] [6] [7] ) and hybrid algorithms that combines a local search with a population based method (e.g. [8] [9] [10] [11] ).
Iterated local search (ILS) [12] is a simple and effective type of metaheuristic that has been successfully applied on a wide range of problems. The basic principle of ILS consists in successively applying perturbations and local search to the current solution. The perturbation step plays a primary role because it drives ILS to explore different regions of the search space, in order to escape from the basin of attraction of the most recently visited local optima (diversification effort), while the goal of local search step is to focus more intensively within each promising region to converge towards a local optimum (intensification effort). However, as explained in [13] , most LS algorithms handle diversity and intensity as two opposite objectives : as one gets more intensity, one can lose diversity. So, more coordination/balance is required between these two main objectives. The Aspiration Plus CLS (Candidate List Strategy) [14, 15] is a promising mechanism proposed for the Tabu Search. It restricts the number of neighbors to examine for the next move, in order to control the intensification effort.
The goal of this work is to propose a new extension of the ILS algorithm, noted ID-ILS, by introducing in both steps of ILS new local search devices that enforce an efficient tradeoff of intensification and diversification. We performed experiments on a set of challenging DIMACS graphs [16] , and we have compared our results to six local search methods, as well as to three hybrid evolutionary algorithms HCA [9] , MACOL [10] and MMT [11] . These results show that, our method clearly dominates the local search approaches and is competitive compared to the hybrid ones. Section 2 gives a synthetic overview of the GCP and presents the best performing algorithms for solving it. Section 3 describes our resolution approach ID-ILS and details their main components. Section 4 is devoted to experimentations. Finally, we conclude and draw some perspectives.
Graph coloring problem

Definitions and notations
Given a graph G = (V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E, and given an integer k, a k-coloring of G is a function c : V → {1, . . . k}. The value c(u) of a vertex u is called the color of u. An edge (u, v) ∈ E is said conflicting if its vertices u and v have the same color. A k-coloring without conflicting edges is said legal, otherwise it is illegal. Let s = [c(1), . . . , c(|V |)] be a legal k-coloring, s can be represented by a partition of V into k disjoint subsets V 1 , . . ., V k . We say that V r is the color class r induced by s (i.e., the set of vertices having a color r in s). The objective function f counts the number of conflicting edges induced by s. The GCP is to determine the chromatic number χ(G) of G, i.e. the minimum value of k for which there is a k-coloring s of G such that f (s) = 0.
Metaheuristic approaches to the GCP
TABUCOL [5] is one of the most famous local search algorithms proposed for the GCP. Morgenstern [7] proposed a complex algorithm, called MOR, based on partial k-colorings. A solution is a partition of vertices of G into k disjoint color classes {V 1 , . . ., V k }. A specific class (i.e., V k+1 ) is used to represent the set of uncolored vertices. A neighbor solution is obtained by moving an uncolored vertex u from V k+1 to a pre-existing color class V h , and by moving to V k+1 all vertices in V h that are adjacent to u. The complete legal k-coloring is obtained by emptying V k+1 . In [9] , an evolutionary algorithm, called HCA, combining an improved version of TABUCOL with a Greedy Partitioning Crossover operator (GPX) was proposed. GPX builds a partial legal k-coloring {V 1 , . . . , V k } by alternatively selecting from two parent solutions the class of maximum size to become color class V i of the offspring. All vertices in this color class are then deleted from the parents. The remaining vertices are then assigned to a class randomly chosen. In [10] , a similar approach was proposed, called MACOL, which extends GPX to use more than two parents for generating color classes of the offspring.
In [4] , two TS methods (DYN-P.COL and FOO-P.COL), based on partial kcolorings were proposed. Finally, Hertz et al. [6] proposed an extension of the VNS algorithm, called Variable Search Space (VSS). The idea of VSS is to completely change the search space and to consider different objective functions for Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code algorithm for ID-ILS function ID-ILS(maxIter, maxneigh, maxMoves, nextneigh) ; begin each space. They proposed VSS-Col, which moves between three different search spaces.
3 Intensification/Diversification-Driven ILS
Main scheme of ID-ILS
ID-ILS extends ILS [12] by introducing new local search devices that enforce an efficient tradeoff of intensification and diversification. To achieve this goal, we first define an adaptive scheme to control the size for the perturbation (cf. Sect 3.2). Second, we make use a candidate list strategy, endowed with a diversification mechanism to exit from local minima (cf. Sect. 3.3). Algorithm 1 presents its pseudo-code. We denote by b max the maximum perturbation size. It starts from an initial solution s which is randomly generated. The loop in lines 2 to 9 is performed until i number of consecutive iterations performed without improving s reaches maxIter. A new local optimum s is obtained by the combination of a perturbation move of size b applied to the current solution s (line 4) with a local search procedure applied to the so obtained perturbed solution (line 5). If s is better than s, it becomes the new current solution and i is reset to 1 (line 7);
Perturbation Step
Adaptive perturbation. As explained in [12] , the perturbation is just a collection of moves that complement those carried out by the local search. A weak perturbation is likely to get rapidly stuck in a deep local optima, whereas a strong perturbation is prone to be slow in convergence and similar to a randomized search. Achieving such a delicate balance is a challenge and certainly it is the key to success in ILS. We propose to exploit the search history to determine the perturbation size (i.e., b). In our approach, b proportionally decreases according to the value of i (see Algorithm 1) . The main idea is to perform large perturbations each time the current solution s is improved, and to favor gradually small perturbations when s has not been improved for a long time. In fact, in our experiments we observed that the space of solutions has very distant solutions that are nearly as good as the optimum. So, after getting a best coloring in one's neighbor solution by the local search procedure (i.e., intensification effort), one must go explore other regions of locally optimal solutions. This is achieved by using large perturbations (i.e., diversification effort). Initially, b is set to b max . During the search, each time s is improved b is reset to b max (line 8); otherwise it is decreased whenever i is increased, until reaching the value b min (line 9).
Perturbation schemes. Our perturbation operator consists of changing the color of some conflicting vertices in s. Let us note by neighbors(u) the set of all vertices adjacent to u and by X (s) the set of conflicting vertices in s. We randomly select a first vertex v O in X (s) and move its original color to the best possible other one (i.e. the new color is chosen among those producing the smallest number of conflicts). Let s 1 be the new perturbed solution. If s 1 increases the number of conflicts, we randomly select a new vertex among conflicted ones in X (s 1 ) \ X (s) and assign to it the best possible new color. This process is repeated until a non-deteriorating move (i.e., that does not increase the number of conflicts) is found. In this way, we only accept moves that deacrese as small as possible the solution quality. To favor the diversification capability, we prevent changing the color of a vertex more than once. This sequence of moves are successively applied with b different v O . This perturbation operator is noted ConflictVar (P 1 ). This operator, which is based on random choices, will change the current solution in an unpredictable way. The result will be, most likely, a worse solution, and many times, much worse. We propose to exploit information from the topology of the constraints graph to guide the perturbation operator towards more promising regions [17, 18] . We propose new perturbations : a) ConflictVar Chain (P 2 ): We first randomly select an initial vertex v init in X (s) and move it into the best possible other color class V i . Let s 1 be the new perturbed solution. If s 1 increases the number of conflicts, we randomly select a new vertex u among conflicted ones in (X (s 1 ) \ X (s)) ∩ V i and assign to it the best possible new color class V j . This sequence of moves is achieved until a nondeteriorating move is found. This process is repeated by successively applying such sequences of changes with b different v init . b) ConflictVar Connected Centers (P 3 ): We randomly select a first vertex v cc noted "connected center" in X (s) and move it into the best possible other color class V i . Then, for each conflicting vertex v c in neighbors(v cc ) ∩ V i , we move it into the best possible other color class V j , and we assign the best possible color to every new conflicting vertex in neighbors(v c ) ∩ V j . This sequence of moves are successively applied with b different v cc . c) Conflict ColorClass (P 4 ): We first select a color class V i having the highest number of conflicting vertices (ties are randomly broken) and move each of its vertices into the best possible other color class. Let s 1 be the new perturbed solution. Then, we select randomly b new conflicting vertices from X (s 1 ) \ X (s) and move each of them into a best possible other color. A tabu list is used to forbid selecting the color class V i for the next l iterations of ID-ILS, with l = 0.6×|X (s)|+rand(0, 9) [9] , where rand(0, 9) is a function providing a random number in {0, . . . , 9}.
Local search step
Our local search procedure is an extension of TABUCOL. Algorithm 2 shows its pseudo-code. We use a neighborhood defined by the 1-flip move, which consists of changing the original color class V c(v) of a single conflicting vertex v to its best possible new color class V i (c(v) = i). (s, v, i) will denote this move (lines 7 to 8). Once a move is performed, vertex v is forbidden to move back to its previous color c(v) for the next T iterations (line 19). After preliminary experiments, the tabu tenure T was fixed to 20. At each iteration, it determines the best neighbor s of the current solution s such that either s is a non-tabu solution or f (s ) < f (s * ), where s * is the best solution found so. Our stopping condition is based on a total number of iterations (stopIter). Initially, stopIter = maxMoves (line 1). Each time a best solution is found, stopIter is increased by the current number of iterations performed (lines 20 to 21).
The most critical part for local search methods concerns the neighborhood exploration, and more exactly: (i) the number of candidate neighbors to visit, and (ii) the way of selecting the next move among these candidates. Indeed, the number of candidates should be large enough to focus more intensively on regions found to be good. However, it should be small enough to prevent examining a large set of candidates and thus to allow the search to exit from local optima more quickly. Moreover, the way of selecting the next move should drive the search towards unexplored regions in the solution space. To address these issues, we make use a candidate list strategy (CLS) to manage the neighborhood exploration. Two parameters are defined : (a) maxneigh which is the maximum number of candidate neighbors studied in every move. This CLS manages the maxneigh candidates so as to obtain a good tradeoff between intensification and diversification efforts; and (b) nextneigh which is a diversification devise to jump out of local minima. Two variants perform this diversification process. In the first variant, ID-ILS(first), where nextneigh is set to first, the first neighbor among the maxneigh non-accepted candidates is selected (i.e., s first). In the second variant, ID-ILS(best), where nextneigh is set to best, the best neighbor with a lowest cost among the maxneigh non-accepted candidates is selected (i.e., s best). The loop in lines 6 to 16 is performed until a better solution s which improves s * is obtained or no improvement has been made after maxneigh iterations. According to the value of nextneigh, the next neighbor solution is selected in lines 17 and 18 from the rejected candidates.
Experimental results
In this section, we report experimental results over different graph types from the DIMACS benchmarks. For some very difficult graphs, we considered a set of As experiments have been run on various machines, we will report (when it is possible), normalized 1 CPU times.
Problem instances and experimental protocol
We experimented our algorithm on the following difficult graphs [16] :
-8 DSJCn.y graphs: DSJCs are random graphs with n vertices and a density equal to 0.y. We selected those with n ∈ {250, 500, 1000} and y ∈ {1, 5, 9}. -2 DSJRn.r graphs : DSJRs are geometric random graphs. We selected those with n = 500 and r ∈ {1, 5}. -5 flatn x 0 graphs : flat graphs are quasi-random graphs. We selected the f lat300 x 0, with x ∈ {26, 28} and the f lat1000 x 0, with x ∈ {50, 60, 76}. -4 len x graphs : the Leighton graphs are derived from scheduling, and have 450 vertices. We selected instances c and d, with x ∈ {15, 25}.
-one latin square graph (latin square 10).
Based on preliminary testing, we used the following parameter settings: maxIter=2 * n, maxMoves=200, 000, maxneigh ∈ {50, 100, 150, 175, 200}, b min =20, and b max =50 (except for P 1 , where b max =100). A set of 20 (or 10) runs per kcoloring instance has been performed on a 2GHz Intel Core 2 DUO with 2GB of RAM. We report the value of k for which a k-coloring was found, the number of successful runs ("succ. runs/total runs"), the average CPU time in seconds for successful runs and the average cost over the total runs. ID-ILS has been implemented in C++. 
Comparing the different perturbation schemes
Our first experiment aims to evaluate the effectiveness of our perturbation schemes. Table 1 reports the detailed results of ID-ILS(first). Column 1 gives the features of each instance: its name, the number of vertices (n), the number of edges (m) and the value of the best known coloring (k * ) (in bold when it is the proven optimal value). Column 3 denotes the different perturbations (P i ). Table 2 . Comparison among ID/TS and VSS-Col. Best results are in bold. Column P2 (resp. P4) refers to the results obtained by ID-ILS(first) with P2 (resp. P4).
Column 4 reports the best setting for maxneigh. A score (b-s-w) is assigned to each P i , corresponding to the number of k-colorings for which P i gets respectively better (2 nd better in parentheses), equal (100%) and worse success rates than the other perturbations. From Table 1 , the following remarks are drown :
-Perturbations based on the topology of the constraints graph (except P 3 ) are clearly more relevant. Both P 1 (score: 2(5)-6-10) and P 3 (score: 3(6)-6-9) perform similarly, with a slight advantage to P 3 . This can be explained by the fact that P 3 performs perturbations only on a very limited part of the graph, whereas the random character of P 1 allows more diversification in the perturbation step, which helps to find better solutions. -P 2 (score: 6(3)-6-7) and P 4 (score: 12(2)-6-4) outperform P 3 . Both perturbations find solutions with better success rates respectively for 6 and 12 coloring instances among 24, whereas P 3 obtains best success rates for 3 coloring instances. Indeed, perturbations P 2 and P 4 allow a more "aggressive" diversification by performing perturbations on different connected subparts of the graph. -Finally, P 4 clearly dominates P 2 : P 2 obtains better success rates on 5 kcoloring instances while P 4 outperforms P 2 on 11 k-coloring instances.
Comparison with two local search methods
We have compared ID-ILS(first) using the two best perturbations P 2 and P 4 , with two local search methods :
(i) ID/TS, a variant of TS endowed with our CLS. We made experiments with nextneigh set to first and maxneigh ∈ {50, 100, 150, 175, 200}. For each value of k, and each trial, ID/TS is run 20 times with maxMoves set to 1, 500, 000. If no legal k-coloring is found, then it is run 10 times with maxMoves equal to 5, 000, 000. A set of 5 trials per k-coloring is performed. (ii) VSS-Col which is one of the most performing among local search coloring algorithms [6] . The reason for comparing ID-ILS with VSS-Col is that both methods are very close. However, VSS-Col considers different search spaces, each one being associated with a set of neighborhoods. Table 2 compares performances of the four methods. Results for VSS-Col are taken from [6] and correspond to those obtained with a time limit of 1h on a 2 GHz Pentium 4, with 512 MB of RAM. For ID/TS, we report the best value of k (k best ) found, the number of successful runs (in parentheses), the average CPU time in seconds for successful runs and the average cost among the five trials. The last three rows show the summary of the comparisons. The rows better, equal and worse gives respectively the number of graphs for which our method gets better, equal and worse colorings than the other algorithms.
ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) is clearly the best one. From these results, we observe that the two variant of ID-ILS(first) outperform ID/TS, particularly on large graphs, where better colorings have been found on at least eight large graphs. For the two flat1000 50&60, ID/TS was not able to find a legal coloring even for high values of k. On the eight remaining graphs, the two methods find solutions of the same quality, but ID-ILS(first) provides better success rates.
When comparing with the results of VSS-Col, ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) gets better solutions on three graphs, with colorings using respectively 2, 2 and 1 less colors, and it is worse on one graph. Both methods obtain the same colorings on 12 graphs. However, if we compare the success rates, ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) performs better than VSS-Col on three graphs. Both algorithms find the same colorings, with the same success rate on five graphs, but VSS-Col is generally faster, except for le450 15c&15d, where ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) find optimal colorings very quickly. So, ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) can be considered as more effective than VSS-Col.
Comparison with the most effective algorithms
In this section we compare our method with the most performing algorithms for the GCP: four local search algorithms (MOR [7] , ILS [19] and DYN/FOO-P.COL [4] ) and three hybrid evolutionary methods (HCA [9] , MACOL [10] and MMT [11] ). However, we do not report the CPU times because the conditions of experimentation are not equivalent. So, comparisons must be done with care. Results are given so that the reader may have a baseline by which he may evaluate ID-ILS.
If we compare the results of ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) with those of local search methods, one easily observes that our method clearly dominates these local search algorithms (see last three rows of Table 3 ). Indeed, our method obtains worse results for at most three graphs while better results are obtained for at least six graphs, except for ILS, where our approach obtains better results
28 28 for three graphs. For DSJC500.9 (resp. DSJC1000.9), ID-ILS(first+P 4 ), ILS and VSS-Col are the only algorithms that can reach 126-coloring. Detailed comparisons are given bellow :
-ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) is better than MOR on six graphs and worse on three graphs (DSJR500.5, le450 25c and le450 25d). -ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) is better than ILS on three graphs and worse on one graph (latin square). This comparison is very informative as well and shows the importance of our perturbation scheme P 4 as well as of the CLS. -ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) is better than DYN/FOO-P.COL on eight graphs and worse on two/one graphs. For flat300 28, there are only few algorithms in the literature that can reach 28-coloring. -ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) is better than VSS-Col on three graphs (six graphs if we consider the success rates) and worse on two graphs.
When comparing with the results of the two hybrid evolutionary algorithms HCA and MMT, one observes that ID-ILS(first+P 4 ) is competitive. Indeed, our method is better than HCA on flat300 28 0 and worse on three graphs, better than MMT on four graphs (DSJC500.9, DSJC1000.9, flat300 28 0 and latin square) and worse on six graphs. If we compare with the results of MACOL, one easily observes Table 4 . Impact of the CLS and the nextneigh parameter on the performance of ID-ILS. We report in parentheses the best cost for the unsuccessful runs.
that MACOL clearly outperforms ID-ILS(first+P 4 ). However, our method should be considered as a simple local search method which uses very simple diversification devices, while HCA, MMT and MACOL are much more complex algorithms, with sophisticated ingredients finely tuned.
Analysis of the parameters of ID-ILS
The aim of this section is to study the impact of the two local search devices, on the performance of ID-ILS.
(a) Impact of nextneigh. Table 4 compares the results of the two variants of ID-ILS. The impact of setting nextneigh to first has a strong influence on the effectiveness of ID-ILS, particularly on le450 25 and DSJC500.9, for which several orders of magnitude are gained. The poor results of ID-ILS(best) are probably due to the fact that selecting the best neighbor among the maxneigh non-accepted candidates leads ID-ILS to get stuck in a deep local optimum looping between already visited areas. This surprising result shows that setting nextneigh to first clearly favors diversification.
(b) Impact of the CLS. In this study, we compared ID-ILS with a version of ILS using TABUCOL without any CLS (noted ILS/TS). As showed in Table 4 , ID-ILS(first) is clearly more relevant. We can observe that the impact of the CLS when nextneigh = best is not systematic. Indeed, compared to ILS/TS, ID-ILS(best) performs very well on le450 15c&d, but on the other instances, ILS/TS is very effective. These results highlight the importance of the CLS device for enforcing a tradeoff between intensification and diversification.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a new extension of the ILS algorithm, noted ID-ILS, by introducing new devices that enforce an efficient tradeoff between intensification and diversification. For the graph coloring problem, we have defined new perturbation schemes that exploit information from the topology of the constraints graph. Experimentations, carried out on a set of DIMACS graphs show that our method is very competitive with the current best hybrid approaches. Let us mention that our approach is generic (with some adaptations for perturbation schemes) and could be applied to other difficult optimization problems. We are currently investigating such a direction on Radio link frequency assignment (RLFAP), and Car Sequencing problems. We also intend to study the impact of the perturbation size on intensification/diversification.
